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On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the
-

BY DONALD

N.

DUQUETTE

Clinical Professor of Law and Director,
Child Advocacy Law Clinic

This year marks the 25th Anniversary of
the Child Advocacy Law Clinic. For
25 years it has been my pleasure to work
with the best and the brightest American
law students as they advocate for abused
and neglected children and their families.
In the process the student lawyers learn
important lessons about themselves, the
law, and the practice of law that have
become a valued part of legal education
here at Michigan. The John Parker case
(see accompanying story) is in many ways
an illustration of the clinical learning
environment that we try to create for each
and every one of our students.
The clinical enterprise is uncertain.
Although we try to create a structure in
which certain learning opportunities
reliably and regularly occur, we cannot
predict with certainty what will happen in
a given case or what exact experiences a
given student will have. We can influence,
but we cannot control the real world. Even
judges cannot do that. But the immediacy,
the drama, and the high stakes of actual
practice motivate our students to learn, to
create, and to perform for their clients. The
depth of the experience compensates for
any limitations of breadth.
Notice Jay and Marks proprietary
interest in John Parkers case. It is clearly
their case. They want to frame the issues,
decide the tactics and strategy, and make
the critical arguments. This assumption of
responsibility is what we strive for. I, as
clinical teacher, prepare, guide, manage,
ask probing questions, require a certain
level of preparation, but, if I do my job
right, my hand is perceived as light and the
students are in fact the principal lawyers
in the case.

Child Advocacy Law Clinic

These child protection cases are hard
and getting harder. The stakes are
extremely high for the children and the
parents. Not all American law students
could handle the legal, ethical, and
emotional complexity But Michigan law
students can and do. We strive to be the
"go to" lawyer in whatever litigation we are
in. Giving student lawyers this level of
responsibility (buffered by very careful
supervision, of course) dramatically
accelerates their professional development.
It is a thrill every semester to see law
students move from diffidence (or even
fear) to mastery and self-confidence.
Note also Jay and Marks emphasis on
objectivity in evaluating their case.
Objectivity is one of the hallmarks of a
good lawyer. We nourish that trait by
structuring the program to represent
children, parents, AND the government
child welfare agency in different Michigan
counties. We try to discipline the tendency
to politicize the representation or to
become ideological. "The government is
always wrong" is as erroneous as "the
government is always right." Child welfare
has other ideologies, such as "the child
never lies," "the woman is the victim," or
"children are better off with their biological
family " Each case has to be individualized
and assessed on its own merits.
Jay and Mark were asked to make
complex judgments about John Parker and
his case. Of course they had to gather
extremely intricate facts and sort them out.
They had to learn the law and organize
legal arguments against intense opposition.
But they also had to develop a theory of
the case, craft arguments that would have
the most credibility with the judge, and
identify which of the many expert
witnesses would be the best to call.
Sometimes our students have to decide
whether termination of parental rights will
serve their young client. Sometimes they
have to decide whether a child can safely
be returned to a formerly abusive parent.
Extremely bright and capable law students

have not always had opportunities to make
judgments with a lot at stake. This is a skill
that lawyers in any field exercise all the
time. We encourage our students to come
to the judgments themselves and try to
nourish this capacity Some student lawyers
doubt their ability and resist. How often
have I heard from new students, "What
should I do7" "Tell me what you think we
should dol" Of course I guide, ask
questions and the like. I make sure they
have the facts and framework for deciding.
In the end and when pressed, the students
come to their own judgments and do it
well. Rarely do l have to use the heavy hand .
The John Parker case and Jay and
Mark's reflections show the clinic as a
microcosm of the University itself with its
three goals of teaching, service, and
research. Jay and Mark learned from their
service to little John Parker. In other
semesters we have helped develop
legislation, policies, and training that have
served Michigan and the nation on child
welfare law and policy. The extensive work
on the Parker case will inform a larger
research and policy effort of the Michigan
Governors Task Force on Childrens Justice.
A committee of the Governors Task Force
that I chair is developing what could be the
first statewide protocol for multidisciplinary
handling of Munchausen by proxy cases.
Continued on page 84
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Continued from page 83

There are many examples over these
25 years of Child Advocacy Law Clinic
activities being translated into policy or law
reform. Here are a few:
■

■

■

Permanency Planning Legislation of
1985, sponsored by then State
Representative Debbie Stabenow,
reformed the legal child protection
process to reflect the "child's sense of
time."
In 1990 two students and I drafted a
Uniform Children's Code, as directed by
a Children's Commission of
representatives of the seven Native
American tribes of Michigan then
federally recognized.
In 1994 the-first national evaluation of
representation of children in protection
cases, required by the U.S. Congress,
was completed using the conceptual
framework of a 1991 book, Advocating

the best lawyers in America. But these
beginning lawyers, aiming at traditional
law practice, often get the "bug" of child
advocacy I remember the proud mother of'
one of our students at graduation day She
said to me, speaking of her MBNengineer
son destined for a patent and intellectual
property career, "You changed my sons
life." This young man, like many, will stay
involved doing childrens law work by
handling a pro bona case or two , serving on
a board or commission, or directing
philanthropy dollars. I expect to stay in
touch with Jay and Mark, too. These two
exceptionally fine young men, terrific
lawyers, and awesome litigators, will find
other children in need of justice.

for Children in Protection Proceedings,
■

■

written by me and a group of students.
In 1995 the State Bar of Michigans
Children's Task Force addressed the
needs of children in the legal system.
I was co-chair of the Task Force and the
final product included the work of
several students.
Worked with Michigan's Lt. Governor
Connie Binsfeld, '40, to develop the
lawyer-guardian-ad-litem legislation that
redefined the role of the lawyer
representing children in protection
proceedings. In 1995, in a tribute to the
Lt. Governor's strong leadership, this
innovative and nationally significant
legislation passed both houses of the
Michigan legislature without a
dissenting vote.

Jay and Mark conclude, "No doubt we
were now better lawyers. But we were also
something else - child advocates." They
did not set out to become child advocates.
Although many students enroll in the
Child Advocacy Clinic hoping for a career
in children's law or public interest (and we
are very proud of them), most of our
students enroll with us because of the rich
trial and law practice opportunities. They
simply expect that the clinic experience
will make them better lawyers. That is why
we are in this great law school - to train
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BY }AY STURHAHN,

'01,

AND

MARK PLETCHER,

'01

of lawyering
Jay Sturhal111, '01, and Marli Pletclie,; '01

,..,....,,---------,---

The drive from Ann Arbor to Flint,
Michigan, takes a little less than one hour.
In all respects it is an u,ninspired drive past
subdivisions, malls, and factories - unless
your driver is Professor Don Duquette.
Don, as he insists his students call him , is
one of the nations foremost child advocacy
scholars and, as we learned through our
experience under his tutelage, a terrifying
driver. Don has a thoughtful habit of
making eye contact when conversing,
which leaves passengers in the rear seat
touched by his courtesy and scared for
their lives. How we came to this
knowledge represents, in part, our
experience in the Child Advocacy Law Clinic.
We enrolled in the Child Advocacy Law
Clinic in the fall of 2000. In truth, we were
originally more interested in the clinic's
advocacy offerings than its involvement
with children. Not that we were indifferent
to the needs of children, but as future
litigators we wanted to learn to take
focused direct examinations, to conduct a
scathing cross, and to practice powerful
opening and closing statements. But in
pursuit of that goal, we learned why child
advocacy represents such a unique brand
of lawyering. Child advocacy requires more
than skills in the courtroom, although
those skills are essential. Most lawyers
enjoy the luxury of serving a client's clearly
expressed demands. Lawyers for children
have no such luxury, and the responsibility
can be daunting. The case of John Parker
(names of parties to the litigation have
been changed to respect their privacy)
taught us that lesson.

Meeting John Parker
In early October, we were assigned as
John's lawyer-guardian ad litem (GAL).
John was a pediatric patient at the
University of Michigan Hospital and the
staff was concerned that his health
problems were actually symptoms of abuse.
After caring for John on an outpatient basis
for several months, the doctors felt that his
mother, Mrs. Parker, sought medical care
for John only to serve her own interests.
The doctors diagnosed Mrs. Parker with a
Continued on page 86
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Continued from page 85

Grappling with the child
advocate's responsibility

rare psychological condition, Munchausen
Syndrome By Proxy (MSBP), and contacted
the Michigan Family Independence Agency
(FIA). (A discussion of MSBP appears on
page 87.)
Mrs. Parker allegedly abused her son by
systematically exaggerating and fabricating
his medical symptoms and thereby
inducing pediatricians to perform
unnecessary medical procedures on the
child. From John's physicians, we learned
that Mrs. Parker claimed that John would
gag violently when fed orally and that his
breathing was dangerously labored. Based
on these reported symptoms, by age two
and one-half John had endured over 35
surgical procedures, 50 invasive diagnostic
tests, and over 100 doctors' appointments.
He had seen medical specialists at four
different tertiary care centers. He had had
his adenoids cut, folded, and sewn, his
epiglottis trimmed, a semi-permanent
gastrointestinal feeding tube inserted into
his stomach, tubes placed in his ears, and a
tracheostomy tube inserted into his neck.
As of October, John's mother began
searching for doctors to perform a risky
surgery to move the main artery in John's
neck. All of this occurred in the face of
objective data indicating that John was a
healthy child.
When we were first appointed John's
GAL, we knew only the barest of these
facts. We received news of the appointment
early one morning and were told to be
ready for a hearing that afternoon. In a
hallway in the Washtenaw County Juvenile
Courthouse, our primary witness, Dr.
Elaine Pomeranz, the director of the Child
Protection Team at the University of
Michigan Hospital, gave us a brief MSBP
tutorial. Based on her debriefing we knew
that this case would require us to learn not
only the facts at hand, but also become
conversant enough to educate a judge and
jury in an obscure psychological condition
that few understood.

One of the hardest parts of the case was,
determining exactly what Mrs. Parker had
done that constituted abuse. From the
start, we understood that John did have
some legitimate health concerns. His raspy
breathing was caused by minor pulmonary
abnormalities. Isn't it possible, we
wondered, that Mrs. Parker was just a
forceful mother aggressively pursuing
treatment for her sick child? In early
conversations with each other, we openly
wondered whether this was in fact abuse.
Surely, we thought, doctors would never
perform surgery or conduct invasive,
painful procedures unless it was absolutely
necessary?
Trying to maintain our objectivity, we
began to investigate and interviewed John's
doctors. Getting doctors to talk openly to
lawyers, even law students, represented an
entirely new challenge. As one senior
physician at a prominent Michigan
pediatric hospital informed us, "I want you
to know I have absolutely no respect for
the legal system." Even Don admitted that
was a first in his years of child advocacy.
Over time, however, our research
revealed a disturbing pattern. Without fail,
none of the doctors we spoke to observed
the serious conditions Mrs. Parker
reported. But Mrs. Parker was a registered
nurse and doctors gave her reports
credence, even if John appeared to the
doctors to be a healthy child. We also
learned that on several occasions doctors
admitted John to the hospital for
observation. The admissions yielded no
evidence that John suffered from any
serious health problems. In fact, at one
admission Mrs. Parker complained to a
medical resident that John had not eaten all
day She feared he was dangerously
malnourished. The resident later dictated
in his notes that throughout his discussion
with Mrs. Parker he observed John eating
plentiful handfuls of potato chips.
These interviews also answered the
most troubling question - why would
doctors perform surgeries and procedures
John did not objectively require? As the
physicians explained it, they see a patient
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for only a short period and have few
opportunities to witness a patient's
symptoms directly. With children,
physicians must rely on parents'
descriptions. Based on what Mrs. Parker
was reporting, it sounded to the physicians
like John was a seriously ill child.
Therefore, they felt their aggressive tests
and procedures were warranted. But as the
doctors treated John, they became
increasingly suspicious of Mrs. Parker's
reports, which often seemed contradictory
or highly improbable. Unfortunately for
John, the doctors only had reason to
mistrust Mrs. Parker after they had
performed inconclusive surgeries and
procedures.

Into the litigation cauldron

Satisfying the GAI.s duty to investigate
proved the easier part our case. It was our
interactions with the FIA that proved the
most frustrating and disheartening. John
was a resident of Genesee County and after
an initial hearing in Ann Arbor his case
was transferred to Flint (and thus began
our heart-pounding Ann Arbor-to-Flint
trips with Don behind the wheel). The FIA
caseworker assigned to the case originally
gave us hope. A young, opinionated
worker, she had worked with the clinic on
at least one other troubling case and had
reached a good result for the children
involved.
Our experience on this case, however,
was dramatically different. Portending bad
things to come, on our first meeting in
Flint the FIA worker handed us a case
service plan documenting her recommendations
for the family She had completed the plan,
as she pointed out, well ahead of the
schedule mandated by FIA policy But she
had done so without making any initial
inquiries. Amazingly, and in contravention
of controlling law, she had not contacted
any of the doctors involved. We were
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surprised she had reached a conclusion
similar to ours since our original
skepticism had only been dispelled by a
fairly rigorous investigation.
By mid-November, however, the FIA
caseworker's efforts turned from puzzling
to dangerous. After meeting with Mrs.
Parker, the FIA caseworker reversed her
position and became convinced that the
allegations of MSBP were unfounded.
While she had spoken briefly with a child
psychologist from University of Michigan
Hospital, she spoke to no other medical
professionals. By December, the foster care
worker had begun spending an inordinate
amount of time with the parents and,
astonishingly, h;'ld begun to parrot to all the
parties that John was indeed a sick child
who required the care his mother sought.
She began pushing to have John
immediately returned from foster care and
placed home with his parents.
Our original reaction was disbelief.
Wasn't this the very agency charged with
protecting children? If this was how the
worker investigated a unique and troubling
case, what happened in more routine
cases? We quickly reacted.
Our first response was an attempt to
bring the caseworker up to speed on what
we had learned in our investigation. We
reasoned that if she only knew what the
doctors had told us, she would clearly
share our concern for John. We called a
meeting with the caseworker and her
colleague to be held at the University of
Michigan Hospital. We wanted the doctors
and social workers that had handled John's
case to express their concerns directly.
Nevertheless, the caseworker fought the
doctors' interpretations of medical data and
gave no credence to any of their
conclusions. After arriving over an hour
late, the caseworker was dismissive, hostile,
and guarded. To the credit of the doctors
assembled that day, none lost his temper.
But we knew that our goal of quickly
resolving the case on terms that protected
John was more complicated than ever. If
we were to protect John, only formal
litigation would allow us to achieve that
goal.

Becoming advocates
While many child advocacy proceedings
end in a negotiated settlement, this was not
going to be one of those cases. We were
going to have to assume the role normally
taken by the state and prosecute this case
to its end. Our opponents would not only
be the parents, but now the FIA. By midDecember, we had shifted from full-time
investigation into trial preparation.
In the process, we learned that not all
litigation victories take place in open court.
Don suggested that before we write off the
FIA completely, we pursue one final
strategy. Don suggested we lodge a
complaint regarding the FIA's investigation.
The decision was a hard one. First, it felt
like a sore loser's lament. We worried that
an official complaint would appear as sour
grapes and irritate the judge, who after all,
worked with the caseworker almost weekly
on a multitude of other cases. Second, we
were concerned about alienating the
powerful FIA, with which a cordial
working relationship was important for
John's case - and for all other cases
handled by the Child Advocacy Law Clinic.
Third, we didn't want to be distracted from
litigation issues presented by the case at
hand. But we trusted Don's judgment and
worked with him to send a strong letter of
complaint to the FIA authorities. The
result was instantaneous. On our next
appearance before the court, we learned
that the FIA had assigned a new
caseworker. She promised to investigate the
case and consider all of the evidence.
We then began trial preparation in
earnest. Since the FIA had only recently
become convinced that John required
protection from his parents, we assumed
primary responsibility for persuading the
court to take jurisdiction over John's care.
It's difficult to describe those months of
pretrial hearings, investigation, and
preparation succinctly, but the time flew.
Continued on page 89

Munchausen Syndrome
by Proxy. What is it?
Named after Karl Friedrich von
Munchausen, the 18th century German
baron and teller of absurdly exaggerated
stories, the term "Munchausen by Proxy"
(MBP) is used to describe an unusual form
of child abuse in which a parent, nearly
always a mother, over-reports symptoms or
illness or causes unnecessary medical
procedures to be performed on her child.
The psychological and medical literature
describes "inducers" who directly cause the
child's illness, and "fabricators" who
exaggerate their child's symptoms to get
medical attention and treatment. Because
these mothers do not present themselves as
the stereotypic abusive parent and because
they typically have some degree of medical
training or knowledge, they are able to
present a convincing, but deceptive
medical history that persuades physicians
to perform unnecessary medical
procedures. Thus, physicians become
unwitting facilitators in the abuse by
performing unnecessary surgeries,
diagnostic procedures, and other medical
treatment based upon the mother's false
and exaggerated reports.
The psychological mechanism that
motivates a parent to harm her child in this
way remains unknown. Perhaps a need for
attention and being perceived as the
devoted parent of a sick child is the
primary motivating factor. Some mothers
appear to be motivated by a need to
deceive physicians or other authority
figures. Others present a maladaptive
coping strategy linking love and illness or
reflecting a life-long pattern of a
pathological attitude toward illness. Family
factors such as paternal disengagement or a
profound lack of empathy because of a
personal history of abuse might explain the
behavior in still others.
It is normal for parents to be concerned
when their children are ill. Care must be
taken to distinguish an anxious, or overly
anxious, and protective parent from a
parent who consciously or unconsciously
uses well-meaning medical professionals as
unwitting instruments of child abuse.
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History and Highlights:
The Child Advocacy Law Clinic
(from Child Advoacy Law Clinic documents and [Donald
N. Duquette} "Developing a Child Advocacy Law Clinic:
A Law School Clinical Legal Education Opportunity." a
paper prepared with funds provided by the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation's Families for Kids Initiative)

MfHi Athree-year grant from the Harry A. and
Margaret D. Towsley Foundation launches development
of the interdisciplinary project on child abuse and
neglect that will become the Law School's Child
Advocacy Law Clinic (CALC). The Towsley Project,
as the effort is known, also involves the University of
Michigan School of Social Work and the Medical
School's departments of pediatrics and psychiatry.
The pioneering collaboration among law, pediatrics,
psychology, and social work establishes working
relationships and joint teaching and research efforts
that continue to this day.
Donald Duquette hired "to develop and direct
the Law School clinical component of the Towsley
Project." The clinic's first eight students enroll.
"A typical caseload over a semester includes one
termination of parental rights case representing the
agency, one case representing parents accused of child
maltreatment, and three cases representing children in
child protection or guardianship cases .... The clinic
especially focuses on the relationship between the lawyer
and other professionals facing the same social problem
- child maltreatment."
"The most famous of the clinic cases was
Baby Jessica's contested adoption case in 1993 in which
we represented the prospective adoptive parents, Roberta
and Jan DeBoer" against the wishes of the child's
biological mother to retain parental rights. The DeBoers
lose their bid to keep the child, but the case "has helped
define the public debate in this area of law" and resulted
in many states changing their statutes so that a "Baby
Jessica" case would not happen there.
A three-year, $1.5 million grant from the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation to the Law School engages the
clinic in a nationwide effort to reform foster care. The
grant supports assistance to other law schools wishing
to develop child advocacy programs modeled after
Michigan's and several law schools develop such clinics.
The grant also launches a summer fellowship program to
train law students from around the nation as child
advocacy specialists and place them into summer
internships, including two summer positions with CALC.
The Kellogg funding also establishes a Child Welfare
Law Resource Center at the Law School to assist judges
and attorneys throughout Michigan.
1998 - present. Funding from the Bergstrom
Foundation finances a growing number of summer
fellows in child advocacy training and placement.
(See related story on page 22.)
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Continued from page 87

The parents' attorneys showed no signs of
compromise and promised to conduct a
weeks-long jury trial. Since we were
seeking to learn from courtroom exposure,
they unwittingly played to our hopes.
As the pretrial hearings dragged on, we
became increasingly aware that the chances
of completing this case before we
graduated grew ever-dimmer. With a late
April trial date finally set, we begin plotting
how we were going to schedule finals and
graduation activities around a full trial.
Arriving in Flint on the date of trial, we
prepared to select a jury and give opening
statements. Before beginning, however, at
the behest of the judge we made one last
stab at negotiating a settlement. The judge
surrendered his courtroom to the task and
the 10 assembled parties and attorneys
argued. The jury sat nearby, waiting to be
called should negotiations fail. In our
frenetic attempt to prepare exhibits and
documents for trial, neither of us had
prepared much for further negotiation.
With our demands scribbled on a scrap
piece of paper, we set out to protect John.
Despite our failure to create a careful
negotiation strategy, we were surprised at
how quickly events progressed. It became
apparent that the parents and their
attorneys were not as ready for trial as they
originally indicated. Sensing some
advantage, we quickly set out our demands
and resolved not to budge. Our
intransigence nearly gave Don a heart
attack. In spite of our progress, as we broke
for lunch we considered our settlement
chances no better than 50/50. We refused
to compromise on the issue of John's
placement and without it the Parkers did
not want to enter any plea agreement.
To our surprise, the parties returned
from lunch with an offer. They would
plead no contest to the petition, allowing
the court to take jurisdiction over John's
care. In addition, we would table
discussions regarding placement for a
hearing at a future date. We accepted the
offer. The judged called the parties on the
record and Mrs. Parker pied no contest to

the allegations in the petition as we had
revised them. Our largest hurdle had
been cleared.
We then moved to focus our attention
on John's placement. Typically, family
courts maintain jurisdiction in abuse cases
for one year, during which time the parents
attempt to prove they can succeed and the
child will be safe without court
intervention. In the interim, the child is
either placed in foster care, with relatives,
or with the parents under careful
supervision. Since January, John had been
placed with his grandparents. To decide
whether John would remain there, we
appeared back in Flint days before
graduation.
ln four days of hearings, we essentially
conducted the trial we had prepared for in
April. We presented a series of expert
medical and psychological witnesses. Each

While most law students were thinking of little
else but their graduations, Jerome H.
Sturhahn and Mark Pletcher spent the days
leading up to commencement last May making
final preparations for their impending court
appearance in the case they w1ite of here. It
was a hectic time for them, but their desire to
see the case to its conclusion was dliven by the
same dedication that had led them to work
countless hours on the case throughout the
academic yea,: Their work on this case won
them the Rockwell T Gust Advoacy Award,
which recognizes "students who have
demonstrated the greatest potential as tlial
lawyers and advocates." The award,
established by Butzel, Long, Gust, Klein &· Van
Zile of Detroit, honors senior partner Rockwell
T Gust, '41. In addition, Pletcher was one of
three winners of the West Publishing Company
Award, given in recognition of "outstanding
scholarly accomplishments and extracunicular
cont1ibutions to the Law School community."
Sturhalm and Pletcher were members of the
edit01ial staff of the Michigan Law Review,
Sturhahn as a book review editor and Pletcher
as a note edit01: This yea,; Sturhalm is clerking
in Detroit for the Hon. James L. Ryan of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and
Pletcher is clerking in Boise, Idaho, for the
Hon. Stephen S. Trott of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

testified to the potential harm that John
faced if he returned to his parents. The
expert witnesses also spoke of the parents'
need to enter into intensive counseling.
Until they successfully completed such
counseling, John would remain at risk if
placed under their care.
The hearings proved to be the trial
experience we originally sought. We each
took numerous direct and crossexaminations, made objections, and
divided the opening and closing
statements. The experience was thrilling,
but exhausting. On a Friday afternoon, the
day before we graduated from law school,
after both sides had presented witnesses
and given summations, the judge ruled
from the bench. His decision left John with
his grandparents, restricted the parents'
visitation , and directed the parents to
receive counseling. John remained under
the jurisdiction of the court and under the
supervision of the FIA. Although we had
not gotten all that we asked for, we felt
pleased with the result.

Walking away
Throughout our seven months of
litigation, we were able to practice the
advocacy skills we originally sought to
acquire. No doubt, we were now better
lawyers. But we were also something else
- child advocates. As we raced back from
Flint that Friday, a flood of thoughts flew
through our minds. On the one hand, we
were anxious to get back and greet our
families who were gathered in Ann Arbor
for our graduation. On the other hand, we
had grown so attached to the case, and to
our client, that we were hesitant to leave
before the ultimate resolution. There was
simply no way to know if John's parents
would get appropriate help and be ready
for his return in one year.
Even though we cannot know if the
Parkers 'wlll succeed, we like to think that
John Parker is safer as a result of our work.
Child advocates cannot make families
succeed, they can only help families realize
the opportunity to succeed. If we have
given John that chance, we count our
experience as a rousing success.
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'Part of the
obligation

■

•

■

'

Last summer, when the Law Student
Division of the American Bar
Association presented its Judy M.
Weightman Award for Public Service
to the Law School, the action
recognized the Law School's longstanding commitment to the ethic of
making legal assistance available to
everyone, regardless of the ability or
inability to pay for it. Public service
and pro bono work beckon from
many, often unsuspected places.
They are, in the words of Dean
Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, "part of the
obligation of every attorney."
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Law School receives ABA public service award

Robert Precht, director of the Law Schools Office of
Public Service, chats with Law School Student
Senate President V.P Walling prior to Prechts
address to first-year law students. Walling is
holding the oystaljudy M. Weightman Memorial
Public Interest School of the Year Award, presented
to the Law School by the American Bar
Associations Law Student Division.

The Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association has chosen the
Law School to receive its Judy M.
Weightman Memorial Public Interest
School of the Year Award, in recognition of
the Schools deep commitment to
encouraging public service among its
students and graduates. First presented in
1999, the annual award is named in
memory of Professor Judy M. Weightman
of the William S. Richardson School of Law
at the University of Hawaii, who died in
1998. Weightman was director and
professor for the pre-admission program
for minorities and under-represented groups.
The award was presented during the
ABt% annual meeting in Chicago in August.
Selection is based on a variety of measures
that pay special attention to "pro bona;
volunteer programs; clinics; public interest
organizations; loan forgiveness programs,
career services and financial aid for public
interest jobs; student participation and
reaction to public interest work; and
faculty and administration reaction to
public interest."
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, expressed
delight at the news. "Our profession
expects each of us to find ways to serve a
public beyond our clients, friends, and
families. Over the course of the past 10
years, our Law School has worked hard to
ensure that every student appreciates the
centrality of public service to the life of the
attorney It is deeply gratifying for everyone
associated with Michigan to have those
efforts recognized by the American Bar
Association. We should all be thankful to
the group of students, led by Noah Leavitt,
who prepared the lengthy document
nominating Michigan for the award."
Office of Public Service Director
Robert Precht said he was pleased and
honored by the award, and expressed hope
that a commitment to public service will
continue to grow and prosper within the
legal profession. "I am especially proud of
our students, whose dedication to public
interest work is truly inspiring,"
Precht said.
Continued on page 92
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The 39-page application, "Public
Interest law at the University of Michigan:
Aspiring to the Ideals and Vision of
Professor Judy M. Weightman," cited the
wealth of public interest opportunities
available at the law School and outlined
efforts to improve offerings in the future.
law School students enjoy "a dazzling
array of opportunities to learn about and
practice law in the public interest," the
application noted. Among them:
■

■

■

Nearly 100 Student Funded Fellowships
of $3,500 each awarded to students
doing public interest work during
summer 2001.
The law School loan repayment
program that covers 100 percent of an
eligible graduates covered education
loan obligations if he is earning less
than $36,000 per year.
Members of the law School community
won two Skadden Fellowships and
two National Association of Public
Interest lawyers Equal Justice
Fellowships this year.

The application also cited the volunteer
opportunities available to law School
students; the law School clinics in which
students work on actual child advocacy,
refugee/asylum, civil, and other types of
cases under faculty supervision; a new
public interest mentoring program that
matches students who wish to find public
interest work with practicing attorneys; the
Inspiring Paths speakers series of talks by
attorneys about the role of public interest
work in the legal profession; and
continuing contact with and assistance for
graduates.
"Robert Precht, director of OPS
[Office of Public Service], has set forth a
vision for OPS that encompasses getting
the word out on public interest
opportunities and also helping incorporate
public interest values into students'
professional development," noted the
application. "Fostering a message of
inclusion, Rob works hard to let students
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live out their own expressions of public
interest law. First and foremost, the director
is an advisor and a counselor to students.
His open door policy makes it easy for
students to discuss whatever they wish,
whether it be about a summer internship
or long term career goals. He is extremely
supportive about students' ideas and
plans and focuses on encouraging
students to consider their motivations and
dreams further."
It was an Inspiring Paths talk delivered
last year by then-ABA President-elect
Robert Hirshon, '73, that convinced Leavitt
and some 20 other law students to write
the application nominating the law School
for the Weightman Award .
"Help somebody," Hirshon urged in that
talk. "Use those talents you gained in
Ann Arbor to help someone. That, I
suggest, is the essence of being a lawyer."
For Leavitt, the idea for showcasing the
law Schools public interest efforts got an
additional boost from his participation in a
National Association of Public Interest law
national student leadership retreat last
February, where he saw "how much
Michigan law School offers in comparison
to many, many other law schools."

"There never has been a more exciting
time to embark on a legal career," Office of
Public Service Director Rob Precht told
incoming law students as they concluded
the Service Day portion of orientation late
last summer. There are more clinics and
other learning opportunities to sample as a
student, and a growing awareness that
lawyers can do public service work with
profit-making as well as nonprofit
organizations.
"There is no better way to discover your
strengths and understand where you
belong as a lawyer than through public
service," Precht explained. "One of the
messages of our office is to universalize
public service - it is something all of you
can enhance."
Looking only to very recent graduates
and current students proves the point,
he said:
■
■
■

■
■

An honored part of

Law School life
There's a great deal that incoming law
students must learn - and one is the
tradition of public service that is part of
law School life.
From then-candidate John E Kennedy's
embryonic outline of the Peace Corps,
delivered during a wee-hours-of-themorning campaign stop at the University of
Michigan in 1960, to the law School's
selection as 2001 recipient of the ABA law
Student Divisions highest award for public
service, the ethic of public service has been
a significant part of legal and University
education.
And since 1994, when the law School
established its Office of Public Service, the
profile has risen even higher.

■
■

Bonnie Tenneriello, '96, lends her legal
skills to helping migrant workers.
Drew Colfax, '96, works with death row
inmates in Alabama.
Vivek Sankaran, 'O 1, works with
abused children.
U.S. Rep. Harold Ford Jr., '96, serves
in the U.S. Congress.
Matt Meyer, a third-year law student,
developed a program for production
and marketing of sandals that provides
training and jobs for a poor village
in Kenya. (See adjoining story.)
Pamela Shifman, '96, is executive
director of Equality Now.
Jared Genser, '01, helped an imprisoned
human rights worker in Burma
win freedom.

Thats why, Precht explained, the ABA s
Judy Weightman Award is "a testament to
the University of Michigan law School, its
students, and its graduates."

Law students brighten life in Nairobi shantytown
Korogocho, a shantytown outside
Nairobi, Kenya, is the rough equivalent of
"hopeless" in the Kikuyu language,
according to University of Michigan thirdyear law student Matthew Meyer. How he
and two other Law School friends have
brought hope to this desolate place is quite
a story - the Wikyo Akala Project and its
marketing Web site, Ecosandals.com, were
profiled in August on "CNN Sunday."
Six years ago, Meyer was a Brown
University junior studying abroad in
Kenya. He spent his last four weeks in the
country volunteering at a homeless shelter
for boys in a shantytown called Dandora.
"I recognized that almost all of the
services and opportunities there were
emergency grants to the people for things
like medical or educational services,"
Meyer says. "When I returned to my senior
year of college, I wrote a proposal to start a
community-owned business in Dandora
that took shantytown products, enhanced
them, and sold them globally."
Meyer wanted to provide a more
sustainable solution to the problems he
had encountered in Kenya. His proposal
resulted in a grant from the Samuel
Huntington Fund of Westborough,
Massachusetts, that made it possible for
him to return to the shelter at Dandora
after he graduated.
Benson Wikyo had been a volunteer at
the boys' shelter during Meyers first stint in
Dandora. Wikyos gift for working with the
boys made him a natural choice for
director of the program they named the
Akala Project. Their premise was simple:
recruit young adults from the nearby
shantytown and train them to produce
Akala sandals, made from used tires
scavenged from the local dump.
Participants are also educated in English,
math, and computer skills.
Meyer thought Wikyo's untimely death
in 1998 would be the end of the Akala
Project, but several friends of Wikyo, along
with financial contributions from
benefactors in the United States, allowed it
to continue. Now directed by Patrick
Mukoya, the program was renamed the
Wikyo Akala Project in honor of Benson
\

Law students James Mangiafico and Matt Meyer
show sandals produced by the Wikyo Akala Project,
a program in Kenya near Nairobi. Meyer helped to
launch the sandal-maliing operation and
Mangiafico and Sara Orr (not shown) joined after
the three met at the Law School. The project,for
which the students designed a Web site to improve
marketing, provides jobs for residents as well as
training in English, math, and computer skills.

Continued on page 94
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Wikyo and has moved to Korogocho ,
another shantytown near Nairobi .
When Meyer arrived at the University
of Michigan Law School in 1999, the
project was just "meandering along." Meyer
began making friends with other students
in his first-year section, and as people do,
he talked about the project. Two of his new
classmates, Sara Orr and James Mangiafico,
decided they wanted to participate in the
project, too. Orr, who had dreamed of
visiting Africa one day, received two grants
that allowed her to work for a nongovernmental organization in Nairobi.
While there, she visited the project in
Korogocho and helped with legal and
public relations advice, as well as helped
program a Web site to facilitate
international sales.
Mangiaficos assistance was crucial to
developing the Web site. "For about a
week and a half, we became two greasy
computer scientists debating data
structures and efficient online credit card
processing systems," Meyer says. Each
credits the other with being key to the
process. "We went live on February 16,"
he adds. "The site is running well on
volunteer labor alone."
The results: thousands of dollars of
sandals were sold in the first six months
alone. A European distribution agreement
is in the works. The project has tripled in
size and now includes a jewelry-making
workshop . "All of this is happening in
Korogocho, where few even have jobs that
pay a dollar a day," Meyer says.

"Visit the Web site at
www.ecosandals.com and

buy a pair of sandals. You're
not just buying footwear,
you are enriching lives my own included."
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Scott Hollander, '90, cut his teeth in
the Law School's Child Advocacy Law
Clinic, but his taste for becoming one of
the nation's leaders in taking a bite out of
child abuse took years to develop.
Today Hollander is executive director
of KidsVoice, a Pittsburgh-based nonprofit
agency devoted to protecting abused and
neglected children. He also teaches in the
Civil and Family Justice Clinic at
Duquesne University Law School, and
works as a consultant for Hollywood
screenplays and television scripts.
His latest project, The Guardian, is a
Tri-Star Television series about child
advocacy in Pittsburgh that CBS debuted
as a weekly series this fall. Hollander's
work on The Guardian teams him with his
brother, David, who is the series' creator
and executive producer.
"It's been a wonderful opportunity to
work together with my brother, and I
hope that we're fortunate enough to be
able to do that for a long time," Hollander
says. "More importantly, I hope the stories
The Guardian tells will promote an
understanding of child advocacy and
demonstrate that organizations like
KidsVoice can make a profound difference
by protecting our society's most
vulnerable population - our abused
and neglected children."
As a law student, Hollander worked in
the Law Schools Child Advocacy Law
Clinic, but when he graduated he headed
for a law firm in Seattle and a lucrative
career of corporate sector litigation. But he
re-evaluated his career after returning to
Pittsburgh to care for his cancer-stricken
mother, and shifted his sights to child
advocacy, taking a 50 percent pay cut to
join the Rocky Mountain Children's Law
Center in Denver, where he became senior
attorney and pro bono coordinator.
Later, he returned to Pittsburgh for a
second time, to practice with his father at
Evans Ivory Again, he enjoyed financial
success. And again the call of child

advocacy could not be silenced. He left to
become executive director of KidsVoice.
At KidsVoice, which changed its name
from Legal Aid for Children in August,
Hollander has developed a unique
multidisciplinary approach to child
advocacy cases. "KidsVoice teams
attorneys with in-house child advocacy
specialists including experts in social
work, mental health, education, child
development, case management, and
substance abuse services," according to
agency materials. "This revolutionary
approach is designed with specific
protocols and outcome measures so that
the success of KidsVoice can be replicated
by other advocacy agencies across the
United States."
The multidisciplinary approach brings
varied and valuable perspectives to bear
on a case that otherwise might elude
solution. "In most cases, the best option
may not be readily apparent," Hollander
explains. "As advocates, we're faced with
difficult decisions every day. When we
recommend a creative, workable solution,
there is no guarantee that the family or
the child will follow through, so the case
ultimately may fail despite our efforts."
Yes, he acknowledges, burnout is a
possibility unless you draw energy from
your successes. "Every attorney who
works in child advocacy must find a way
to maintain the passion required for this
work," he says. "For me, it is the
knowledge that you never know where
you will make a difference - often it
happens in situations where you never
expected a positive result."

